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Splunk, widely known for its search and analysis tools for aggregations of machine-generated data
(device, system, and application event and exception logs, typically), recently launched the
Cloudmeter Stream offering for network traffic integration as part of Splunk Enterprise and Splunk
Cloud. This simplifies adding network traffic events to existing repositories and provides a valuable
tool for fleshing out system and application visibility without having to add log file writing events
explicitly. Given Splunk's remarkable success to date helping customers mine value from log files,
the addition of wire data will raise the value of network visibility and monitoring and analysis, and
potentially open up exciting new uses of network data in application and business process visibility
and analysis. Splunk concurrently announced a new risk-scoring framework for its extensive
security portfolio.

The 451 Take

Splunk has a trustworthy reputation and established footprint in enterprises, so adding
APM/NPM/NVM 'wire' event data into its repositories and usable through its familiar search
and analysis tools is a natural adjacency and makes Splunk even more of an indispensable
component of systematic enterprise infrastructure, application and security management. It
helps existing NVM vendors by demonstrating the value of network monitoring infrastructure,
while at the same time, potentially impinges on their own plans to grow beyond taps and
matrix switches into greater value-added analysis features, depending on how fast the pie
grows and how much of a share Splunk gets. Initially, Spunk includes Stream at no cost to be
compensated by the additional data and use within the existing Splunk pricing model. It
remains to be seen whether adding large volumes of network data will require adjusting
pricing to encourage network analysis.
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Context

When Splunk purchased Cloudmeter in December 2013, we posited that the likely purpose was to
gain access to Stream, Cloudmeter's network 'wire data' analysis toolkit. Stream was already a
partner application for Splunk at the time, and the roll-in acquisition made sense given the context
of Splunk's prior acquisition of mobile application performance analysis vendor BugSense.

Splunk has built a lucrative and well-respected business in recording and indexing large quantities
of machine-generated log and event data from devices, systems and applications and enabling the
'Google like' searching (Splunk's term) of that data, as well as creating applications that analyze the
data in predetermined ways to provide data for reporting, performance and trend analysis. Stream
incorporates wire data into this data-aggregation model, accomplishing both APM and NPM goals,
while also correlating hypervisor, storage and database (among other) machine data. There are two
challenges in this approach, however: one technical and one business. The technical challenge is
one of data visibility of network traffic, one that is complicated by large, complex and increasingly
virtualized networks and the necessity to have taps (or the equivalent) at multiple points
throughout the network. The business challenge is that Splunk's existing pricing model is based on
the volume of data it analyzes, and adding packet data potentially increases this volume drastically,
potentially resulting in 'runaway pricing.' Splunk makes it easy to select which wire data to add, but
in doing so, discourages recording the data in volume and then mining it for value, historically a key
part of the Splunk value proposition.

The technical challenge will be addressed by a combination of endpoint agents on servers, and the
distributed Stream software application receiving pre-groomed and filtered traffic from network
monitoring equipment from Ixia, Gigamon and others. This aggregates both virtualized and
non-virtualized traffic from throughout an organization while also addressing the business challenge
somewhat by reducing the overall raw volume of traffic to be analyzed.

Although Splunk can perform real-time data collection and correlation, it is more frequently used for
fast data loading, and then interactive or 'batch' analysis. The use of Splunk complements and
extends the value of existing real-time tools, but doesn't (for now) eliminate their value. Just as
Splunk's existing security tools don't eliminate the need for IDS/IPS, Stream doesn't eliminate the
need for Wiresharks and network-monitoring switches.

Company

Splunk was founded in 2004 and released its first software product in 2006. The company has more
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than 1,200 employees around the world, with its headquarters in San Francisco. The company's
business model is to incorporate multiple data sources, via application and server logs, security
events and (now) network traffic data, into a comprehensive analysis tool that is priced based on
the volume of data stored. The company has been successful in incorporating adjacent data
sources into its overall analysis arsenal, which serves the dual purposes of providing increasingly
deep contextual data while also increasing the quantity of chargeable data analyzed.

Marketing

Splunk has been very successful in cultivating a number of vendor partnerships with a broad array
of security, APM, cloud and networking vendors including Cisco and Arista. In addition, the company
has existing partnerships with network visibility vendors such as Ixia and Emulex. Splunk and Ixia,
for example, have developed an application that exploits Ixia IXflow (Netflow plus extensions)
output as an input into Stream.

APM and NPM vendors are rapidly adding partnerships, acquisitions or internally developed
technology for greater visibility into network traffic. Splunk, coming at this existing market with a
horizontal, general-purpose tool, presents an orthogonal data-analysis utility to these vendors,
rather than being a direct competitor. AppDynamics and Boundary both partner with Splunk.

Competition

Splunk is a dominant player in the overall enterprise machine-data-analysis space, and more often
partners than competes with adjacent companies. Splunk's core log management space is replete
with large, established companies including TIBCO and IBM, as well as HP ArcSight and Tibco's
LogLogic.

The market segment is also feeling heat from cloud-based startups such as Loggly, which raised an
additional $10.5m last year (from Cisco among others) to round out its competitive offering to
Splunk.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths    Weaknesses
Splunk is coming at this market from a
strong and loyal base of users within
enterprises and should see considerable
penetration of Stream based on brand
equity alone.

   

The Stream application, although free, has the potential to
considerably increase the volume of data that Splunk analyzes,
creating a sharp increase in product billing.

Opportunities    Threats
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Stream brings light to the remaining dark
spots in Splunk's overall full-stack value
proposition. It will make the already sticky
tool that much stickier.

   

Distributed data gathering of network traffic is still a new art,
and performance at scale is unknown. If the software-only
approach runs into performance issues, a pivot to a
software-plus-hardware approach could prove problematic for
a software-only company, even with partners.
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